Cool Trees, Warm Birds:
A Wonderful Wintery Color Lesson

Hello! I am Bley, mom of 5, artist, homeschooler, and reluctant home art teacher!
Even former elementary art teacher’s cringe when it comes to teaching their own kids in their own home!
I have created these lessons with this in mind. Please join me for some authentic art instruction, that produce beautiful results,
and won’t make you tear your hair out (at least no more than usual!).
Materials:
Large white paper (12 x 18” is good)
Cool paint colors: blue, white and purple tempera
blue and purple watercolor
Paint palette for watercolor
Piece of cardboard for tempera paint palette
Small squares of thick cardboard
9 x 12” white drawing paper
Warm color markers or oil pastels: reds, oranges, and browns
Black marker for outlining

**Art terminology is
highlighted in a color**

Prep for Mom: I try to do these things before announcing that we’re doing art class and causing a stampede.
Cover table with paper (large brown kraft rolls are great for this) Take an extra minute to tape it down so you don’t lose your mind:)
Put large white paper at each seat.
Set out watercolors and tempera paints. Watercolors on a plastic palette, water cup and brush. Tempera paint goes on a piece of
scrap cardboard with small cardboard square scrapers to use to apply.

You’re the Artist, Mom!
Guess what? Kids make their best art when they have a great teacher demonstrating
the process. That’s you! You don’t have to be
an artist to do it. Follow these simple steps:
1. Say, “Today we’re going to create a painting inspired by beautiful snowy weather!”
“Have you noticed that when it snows, the robins come out to play?” (Insert nature study
information as you wish on robins, winter habitats, so on. Or just keep it simple.) Say
“We will create a painting of cool winter trees, with warm robins in their branches.”
Ask children: “What do you think some cool colors are?” Blue, purple, grey.
“How about some warm colors?” Red, pink, orange, yellow.
2. Say “We are going to paint cool trees in blues and purples.” Using a wet in wet
watercolor technique, you demonstrate how to “paint” with plain water the shape of a
tree trunk; make sure to include some branches. Then, with a color on your brush, dot the
watercolor into the wet areas of the trunk. It will bleed and look neat when it dries.
Paint another few tree trunks with branches like this.

Different Kids create totally different style pieces!

3. Now, using your cardboard squares as scrapers, show kids how
to drag the edge through the paint, then drag it across their paper
to mimic birch trees.
4. Let your background trees dry, and work on your warm robins.
Using a separate sheet of white or colored paper, show children how t
to draw a very simple bird shape, as below. Start with the beak, then
draw up around the head, down the back, down to the extended
feather tail. Come back to the neck area and draw down the belly of
the robin, (remember, robins can be very fat!), and up around to the
back feathers. Encourage kids to add feather details with their black
outlining marker.

5. Encourage children to draw several robins, and try drawing some of them facing the other direction.
6. Color them in with warm colors: reds, browns, and oranges.
7. Cut them out and glue them onto the background trees. If you need to add some branches for them to
sit on, do that now.

If you do this lesson, I would love to see your artwork! Send it to me at bley.hack@gmail.com.
Happy Creating!!

